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Satellite nutation of half integer quadrupolar nuclei: Theory and practice
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1. Introduction

Solid state NMR is routinely used for the study of materials owing to its sensitivity to local atomic structure and dynamics. In order to distinguish different atomic sites in a material, local parameters such as the shielding of the magnetic field (chemical and knight shift) and the electric field gradient (quadrupolar coupling, for \( I > 1/2 \) nuclei) are probed via their effect on the NMR spectra. In order to record NMR spectra from which specific parameters can be extracted, a suitable toolbox of experiments is needed. In the case of quadrupolar nuclei (which have a spin quantum number higher than 1/2), the quadrupolar coupling to the electric field gradient tensor is the most information-rich and sensitive probe of the local structure. However, complications in NMR experiments of these nuclei can occur due to existence of multiple allowed transitions. In well defined materials, the occurrence of these so-called satellite transitions are clearly distinguished from the more-easily probed central transitions, and present no problems for contemporary NMR methods.

However, additional complications arise when the material of interest is disordered. As atomic sites have a less uniquely defined character, it becomes hard to distinguish between the central transitions and satellite transition of the different sites of the material, especially when the strength of the quadrupolar interaction varies strongly between these sites. This is especially true for materials whose spectra consists of broad second order lineshapes, where MAS, MQMAS and STMAS experiments fail to resolve the lineshape due to the physical limits on the spinning speed [1–6]. In this case, a method is needed that can distinguish between central and satellite transitions, allowing proper assignment of any observed spectral intensities.

In a previous work, we introduced 2D nutation as a method to distinguish satellite and central transitions in the analysis of \(^{35}\)Cl (\( I = 3/2 \)) of a Ziegler-Natta catalyst adduct [7]. As the nutation experiment relies on RF field strength to probe NMR interactions, a wide range of quadrupolar coupling constants can be studied [8–14]. In the current work, we give a thorough background of the theoretical aspects of the experiment, and show that it can be used to analyse half-integer quadrupolar nuclei systems with any spin quantum number. This experiment, nicknamed SATURN (Satellite Transition nutation of quadrupolar Nuclei), is furthermore shown to be insensitive to distributions in quadrupolar parameters, which can occur for disorder sites.

2. Background

2.1. Theory

A 2D nutation pulse sequence consists of an excitation pulse that is incremented in length (\( t_1 \) dimension) followed by regular recording of the FID after this pulse (\( t_2 \)) (see Fig. 1). For spin \( I = 1/2 \) nuclei, this pulse sequence is generally used to determine the RF field strength (\( B_1 \)). This is because, if other interaction can...
be ignored during the pulse (e.g. chemical shift, quadrupolar), the evolution of the observable magnetization \( M_{\sigma} \) during the pulse is equal to \( M_{\sigma} = M_{0} \sin(\omega_{1} t_{1}) \), with \( M_{0} \) the \( z \)-magnetization before the pulse, and \( \omega_{1} \) the \( B_{1} \) field in rad/s. If such a nutation experiment is performed in the 2D fashion shown in Fig. 1, the spectrum will show only intensity at \( F_{1} = \omega_{1}/2\pi \), making extraction of the used RF field (and its homogeneity) straightforward. In this case, the appearance of the spectrum along \( t_{1} \) is affected by this offset, the experiment does not provide any new information on the spin system, only on the used RF settings and \( B_{1} \) inhomogeneity of the employed probehead.

In other cases, a significant broadening might be present (e.g. CSA, dipolar). In this case, a 2D nutation spectrum is affected by this interaction, as now the nutation is performed off-resonance, and the magnetization vectors rotate with a frequency determined by the effective field: \( \omega_{\text{eff}} = \sqrt{\omega_{1}^{2} + \omega_{2}^{2}} \). While the modulation along \( t_{1} \) is affected by this offset, the experiment does not provide any new information on the system compared to a regular single pulse experiment.

In cases were a significant quadrupolar coupling is present, the effect of pulses becomes more involved. This fact is well known, and is often referred to as the ‘solid’ pulse length, taking into account that for a strong quadrupolar interaction relative to the RF field strength, the effective nutation frequency will be \( \omega_{1} \cdot (l + 1/2) \). If the nutation frequency of such a system is established to be a factor \((l + 1/2)\) higher than for a liquid state sample (using the same RF settings), it follows that the quadrupolar coupling constant of this site must be at least an order of magnitude larger than the used RF field strength. However, a more specific qualification of the quadrupolar coupling is not possible in this case.

In the intermediate case — were the RF and quadrupolar coupling strength are of the same order of magnitude — useful information can be extracted from the experiment. In this regime, both the central and satellite transitions intensities are modulated by multiple frequency components during the pulse. The amplitude and frequency of these modulations depend on both the RF field strength and the quadrupole interaction parameters. Using a known RF field strength, the size of the quadrupolar coupling can therefore be determined by observing the effect of pulses on the central transition, even if this transition does not display clear quadrupolar features in the regular NMR spectrum. In the following, we will show a more detailed analysis of the evolution of a half-integer quadrupolar spin system during a pulse, for this intermediate case.

If the quadrupolar coupling frequency is comparable to the applied RF field strength, the Hamiltonian during the pulse can be described as (for a spin 3/2 nucleus):

\[
\mathcal{H} = \mathcal{H}_{1} + \mathcal{H}_{Q}
\]

\[
= -\omega_{1} \cdot I_{z} + \Omega_{Q}(\theta, \phi) \cdot (\frac{I_{z}^{2}}{2} - \frac{5}{4})/2
\]

\[
= -\omega_{1} \begin{bmatrix} 0 & \frac{3}{2} & 0 & 0 \\ \frac{3}{2} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \frac{3}{2} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} + \Omega_{Q}(\theta, \phi) \begin{bmatrix} \frac{1}{2} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -\frac{1}{2} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -\frac{1}{2} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{2} \end{bmatrix}
\]

with \( \omega_{1} \) the rf power in frequency units, and \( \Omega_{Q}(\theta, \phi) = \frac{\eta_{Q} \cos \theta}{1 + \frac{I(I+1)}{2 \text{isog}}} \cdot \sin^{2} \theta \) with \( \eta_{Q} = 3 - \frac{C_{Q}}{2l(l-1)} \) the angular independent quadrupolar frequency, and \( \theta \) the polar and \( \phi \) the azimuthal angle describing the orientation of the quadrupolar tensor in the magnetic field.

For the present discussion it is more convenient to work with a simplified view of the Hamiltonian, as for the moment we are only interested in the nature (zero or non-zero) of the elements, and not their exact value. The Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) in this representation becomes:

\[
\mathcal{H} = \omega_{1} \begin{bmatrix} 0 & \frac{3}{2} & 0 & 0 \\ \frac{3}{2} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \frac{3}{2} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} + \Omega_{Q}(\theta, \phi)
\]

\[\text{(2)}\]

were the black parts represent non-zero values, and the grey parts represent zeros.

During the pulse, the system evolves using this Hamiltonian. As the RF and quadrupolar part do not commute, the Hamiltonian must be transformed to a diagonal frame for viewing its effect. In this way, the Hamiltonian is expressed in a frame were the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian are used as a basis. We label this frame the ‘nutation’ frame. The Hamiltonian in this frame becomes:

\[
\mathcal{H}^{\text{(nut)}} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & \frac{3}{2} & 0 & 0 \\ \frac{3}{2} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \frac{3}{2} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[\text{(3)}\]

This Hamiltonian propagates the density operator \( \rho \), which, in thermal equilibrium \((t_{1} = 0)\) starts as:

\[
\rho(0) = I_{z} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[\text{(4)}\]

expressed in the rotating frame. To make the diagonal Hamiltonian work on this, it must be transformed to the same nutation frame (i.e. using the same basis):

\[
\rho(0)^{\text{(nut)}} = \begin{bmatrix} \omega_{1} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \omega_{1} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \omega_{1} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \omega_{1} \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[\text{(5)}\]

In this frame, all the odd quantum coherences are populated, while the zero and double quantum terms are zero when starting from \( I_{z} \). Each transition has been given its own colour, to distinguish them later on (this colour code is retained throughout this paper).

After the time \( t_{1} \) in which the pulse is active, the experiment continues with a regular detection of the single quantum coherences (satellite and central transitions) in the rotating frame. For this, the evolved density operator \( \rho(t_{1})^{\text{(nul)}} \) must be transformed back to the regular rotating frame.

For clarity, we will do this one element at a time. Taking the 2 → 3 transition:

\[
\rho(t_{1})_{2,3}^{\text{(nul)}} = \begin{bmatrix} \omega_{1} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \omega_{1} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \omega_{1} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \omega_{1} \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[\text{(6)}\]
which evolves to a phase of $\omega_{2,3} t_1$. Transforming this back to the rotating frame gives (showing only the $>0$ coherences):

$$
\rho(t)_{2,3} = \begin{bmatrix} \text{green} & \text{yellow} & \text{red} \end{bmatrix}
$$

where the lighter colours represent higher intensities, and darker colours lower intensities (the displayed example is for a case with an RF of 100 kHz and a quadrupole coupling of 200 kHz). From this, it follows that modulation of the $2\rightarrow 3$ transition in the nutation frame leads to a modulation with $\omega_{2,3}$ of all the coherences in the rotating frame. This is a consequence of the mixing of all the Zeeman states to form the basis of the nutation frame. This means that a single pulse can excite coherences of any order, an effect that is used to excite multiple quantum coherences in an MQMAS experiment. This also means that the intensity of the central and the satellite transition intensities in the rotating frame are different for the central and satellite transitions.

Performing the same analysis for the other terms gives a similar result (using the colour code of Eq. (5)):

$$
\rho(t)_{1,2} = \begin{bmatrix} \text{red} & \text{yellow} & \text{green} \end{bmatrix}
$$

$$
\rho(t)_{3,4} = \begin{bmatrix} \text{red} & \text{yellow} & \text{green} \end{bmatrix}
$$

$$
\rho(t)_{1,4} = \begin{bmatrix} \text{red} & \text{yellow} & \text{green} \end{bmatrix}
$$

This leads to the observation that, during the pulse, both the central and satellite transition intensities in the rotating frame are modulated by the same frequency $\omega_{2,3}$ during $t_1$. Fourier transformation of the data along $t_1$, therefore gives a spectrum where all signals detected during $t_2$ have a peak at $\omega_{2,3}/2\pi$ along $f_1$.

Performing the same analysis for the other terms gives a similar result (using the colour code of Eq. (5)):

$$
\rho(t)_{1,2} = \begin{bmatrix} \text{red} & \text{yellow} & \text{green} \end{bmatrix}
$$

$$
\rho(t)_{3,4} = \begin{bmatrix} \text{red} & \text{yellow} & \text{green} \end{bmatrix}
$$

$$
\rho(t)_{1,4} = \begin{bmatrix} \text{red} & \text{yellow} & \text{green} \end{bmatrix}
$$

The frequency of the modulation of each term in the nutation frame, $\omega_{ij}$, is determined by the ratio of the RF field strength and the quadrupolar frequency. The $\Omega_Q : \omega_1$ ratio determines the relative size of the $I^2$ and $I_1$ term, determining the Eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian (i.e. the total spin operator). Eq. (1) can therefore be more conveniently expressed as:

$$
\mathcal{H} = -\omega_1 \cdot I_1 + \Omega_Q \cdot (I^2 - 5/4)/2 = -\omega_1 (I_1 + \Omega_Q/\omega_1 \cdot (I^2 - 5/4)/2)
$$

From this it is clear that the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian are dictated by $\Omega_Q/\omega_1$, and that the eigenvalues are determined by $\Omega_Q/\omega_1$ and scaled by $\omega_1$ (in a similar way that, for the Zeeman term, $I_1$ determines the eigenfunctions, and the Larmor frequency is used to scale the eigenvalues to the correct unit). The nutation frequency for a specific transition $i \rightarrow j$ can then be expressed as:

$$
\omega_{ij} = \omega_1 \cdot \Xi(\Omega_Q/\omega_1)_{ij}
$$

The function $\Xi$ holds the differences between the unitless eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (which require diagonalization, and depends on $\Omega_Q/\omega_1$). $\omega_1$ scales these values to a frequency unit. If $\Xi$ is calculated for a specific spin quantum number, the nutation frequencies for a given $\Omega_Q$ and $\omega_1$ can be easily obtained. An example of this function for a spin 3/2 nucleus is given in Fig. 2.

A similar analysis can be performed for the amplitudes of these modulations. The amplitude of a modulation of a specific nutation transition on a term in the rotating frame is determined by several factors. Firstly, the population of a nutation state is determined by the starting operator (often $I_1$) and the way it is transformed to the nutation frame. The transformation is determined by the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian, and thus by $\Omega_Q/\omega_1$. This coherence is modulated during $t_1$ and, after that, must be transformed back to the rotating frame. This is again fully determined by the same eigenvectors (determined by $\Omega_Q/\omega_1$). This leads to the conclusion that the amplitude of a specific nutation modulation of a transition in the rotating frame is determined by the starting operator and $\Omega_Q/\omega_1$.

![Fig. 2.](image-url)  
Fig. 2. $\Xi$-function for a spin 3/2 nucleus as function of the $\Omega_Q/\omega_1$-ratio. Coloured lines represent the different 1Q and 3Q nutation transitions with the same colour code as in Eq. (5). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Together these effects are contained in the \((R_i)_{13}\) factors \([7,15]\). These are the projection coefficients of a nutation coherence \(i,j\) to a coherence \(k,l\) in the rotating frame when starting from a specific initial state. Fig. 3 shows these \(R\) terms for all four nutation transitions of a spin 3/2 nucleus on the central and satellite transitions in the rotating frame \((R_i)_{12}\) and \((R_i)_{13}\) when starting from thermal equilibrium \((I_s)\). Note that the \(R\) factors are identical for the two satellite transitions 1,2 and 3,4.

From Figs. 2 and 3 a remarkable effect can be observed: while the central transition frequency of a quadrupolar nucleus is not affected by the first order quadrupolar coupling, the evolutions of the central transition intensity during a pulse is uniquely determined by the strength of this quadrupolar coupling, given a known RF field strength. In this way, the quadrupolar coupling can be extracted from the nutation spectrum of the central transition of a nucleus \([9,10,16,11]\).

When performing a 2D nutation experiment on a spin 3/2 nucleus in a single crystal, this leads to the following effects. During \(t_1\), the system evolves under the four nutation frequencies. During \(t_2\) the system is modulated with three frequencies: \(F_2 = 0\) for the central transition (assuming no second order effects, or chemical shift) and \(F_2 = \pm \Omega_0\) for the satellite transitions. A simulated example of the resulting 2D spectrum is shown in Fig. 4 (showing only the \(F_1 < 0\) part). In this case, \(\Omega_0 = 100\) kHz leading to a central transition at \(F_2 = 0\) kHz, and satellite transitions at \(F_2 = \pm 100\) kHz. Each of these transitions in \(F_2\) shows three lines along \(F_1\). The position of these lines are the same, as they result from projections of the same coherences during the pulse. However, the intensities will be different as they follow the \(R\) factors depicted in Fig. 3. Note that, in this case, only the single quantum nutation transitions are observed as the triple quantum intensity is quite low.

In case of a powder, the resulting 2D nutation spectrum is naturally the sum of the spectra of the individual crystallites. Every crystallite has its own \(\Omega_0\), depending on the \(C_2\) and \(\eta\) value of the site, and the orientation of the tensor in the magnetic field \((\theta\) and \(\phi\)). Along the direct dimension \(F_2\), this means that all the central transitions are found near \(F_2 = 0\), while the satellite transitions of each crystallite resonate at multiples of the quadrupolar coupling \(\Omega_0\). This leads to the fact that the central transition intensity of all crystallites overlap in \(F_2\), while forming a ‘powder’ pattern along the nutation dimension \(F_1\) due to their distribution in \(\Omega_0\) (\(\Omega_0\) is the same for all crystallites).

For the satellite transitions, a different effect occurs. The same nutation frequencies as for the central transition are observed, but they are now spread out over the satellite manifold along \(F_2\).

Moreover, every position in the satellite manifold has a specific \(\Omega_0\) attached to it: only signals with \(\Omega_0 = f\) have satellite intensity at \(F_2 = f\). Therefore, moving along the satellite manifold in \(F_2\) is equivalent to moving along the \(\Xi\) function: every point \(f\) along \(F_2\) has its own \(\Omega_0/\Omega_1\). This has the consequence that a 2D nutation spectrum of a powder shows the \(\Xi\) pattern of Fig. 2 for the satellites. This makes satellite transitions to be very recognizable in a 2D nutation spectrum, when compared to the central transition. An example of a simulated 2D nutation spectrum for a spin 3/2 nucleus is shown in Fig. 5a (ignore the other plots for now). Dividing both the \(x\) and \(y\)-axis by \(\Omega_1/2\pi\) will lead to the exact same shape as in Fig. 2. Note that, due to its low intensity, the 3Q nutation transition is not observed in Fig. 5a. The central transition shows a powder pattern along \(F_1\), as was discussed above.

The fact that satellite transitions are very recognizable in a 2D nutation spectrum, allows for accurate assignment of any observed spectral intensity. This is particularly useful in cases with a distribution of quadrupolar parameters, were any overlap between a broad central transition (due to disorder combined with second order effects, CSA, dipolar interaction, etc.) and the satellites from another site can be hard to distinguish due to the ill-defined nature of the line shapes in a 1D experiment.

### 2.1.1 High order transitions

During \(t_2\), only single quantum intensity can be observed, as is common for every NMR experiment \((I_1\) as a detection operator). However, during the pulse the higher odd order quantum nutation transitions are populated (see Eq. (5)). As these transitions map to the rotating frame central and satellite transitions, higher order nutation resonances are observable, albeit with low intensity. This can be seen in Fig. 3, were the yellow nutation 3Q transition maps to the central and satellite transitions in the rotating frame with a reasonable amplitude. This means that, depending on the spin quantum number, there can be a large number of observable higher order nutation transitions.

Under normal conditions, when starting the experiment from thermal equilibrium, these higher order resonances are of low intensity, and only visible if a high SNR spectrum is recorded. However, if a non-equilibrium initial state is created, the intensity of these higher order nutation transitions can be strongly enhanced. A way to achieve such enhancements is by selectively inverting the central transition before the high power nutation pulse. In the Results section below, this is shown for a spin 5/2 nucleus.

### 2.1.2 Phase effects

During the application of a nutation pulse to a quadrupolar spin system, the satellite transitions appear to be off-resonance: they have a certain offset compared to the transmitter. This is a consequence of the effect of the quadrupolar coupling. The term ‘off-resonance’ is deceptive in this case: for a quadrupole system with a non-zero quadrupolar coupling, ‘on-resonance’ pulses are by definition impossible. The best we can do is to be on-resonance for a specific transition. As a result, the modulation during the pulse is not a pure amplitude modulation, but also has phase modulation character. The problem is that, while off-resonance manipulation of the satellites occurs, no fictitious spin 1/2 approximation can be used, as we are influencing all the transitions at the same time.

In order to separate these effects, it is convenient to first look at a 2D nutation experiment for a spin 1/2 system, with an inhomogeneously broadened line (e.g. due to chemical shift anisotropy). For the on-resonant part of the spin system, a regular nutation spectrum for a spin 1/2 nucleus is observed: a single peak at \(\Omega_1\). For the off-resonant parts, the nutation frequency is equal to the effective field given by \(\Omega_{\text{nutt}} = \sqrt{\Omega_1^2 + \Omega_{\text{off}}^2}\), with \(\Omega_{\text{off}}\) the offset frequency. This leads to a non-linear dependence of the nutation frequency.

---

**Fig. 4.** 2D nutation spectrum of a \(1/3/2\) nucleus in a single crystal having \(\Omega_0 = 100\) kHz using a RF field strength of 100 kHz. Only the \(F_1 < 0\) part is shown.
frequency as a function of the offset, which results in a characteristic ‘smile’ in the 2D nutation pattern of such a system.

Apart from a different size, the effective field also changes direction as a function of the offset. Depending on the RF field strength to resonance offset ratio, the effective field lies somewhere in the $xz$-plane. During the pulse, the magnetization precesses along a cone around this effective field. This means, after pulse time $t$, the magnetization does not always end up in the $yz$-plane, but can have any orientation. Depending on the size and direction of the effective field, the magnetization after the pulse will therefore have a certain phase in the $xy$-plane. Due to this, dispersive line shapes play a role along $F_2$ for each spectrum, distorting the phase of the 2D nutation spectrum. These dispersive line shapes are caused by the phase modulation of the detection signal (which is only amplitude modulated when on-resonance).

A second effect is that, due to this tilted effective field, some part of the initial magnetization is parallel to the effective field, and does not evolve during the pulse. This part, however, does have an $x$-component, leading to observable signal during $F_2$. In the 2D nutation spectrum, this signal is shown as a zero-frequency component along $F_1$. As essentially no information is contained in this part, an offset correction can be applied to the nutation time signal of every trace, removing this $F_1 = 0$ component.

These combined effects can be observed for the 2D nutation spectrum for the inhomogenously broadened spin 1/2 case shown in Fig. 6. Note that the CSA in this case is only used to create a series of spin 1/2 spins with a certain shift, to create the offsets. The shown off-resonant effects would be the same for a dipolar broadened system, or by measuring in an inhomogeneous magnetic field. As the offset changes direction when moving from $F_2 < 0$ to $F_2 > 0$, the spectrum shows inversion symmetry over the origin.

As described above, for a quadrupolar system, the ‘off-resonance’ effects are more difficult to judge due to the relation between the different transitions. However, when performing a quadrupole nutation experiment for satellite transitions, the resulting spectrum does show the effects as described for the spin 1/2 case: the phase of the signal in the $F_2$-domain depends on the effective ‘offset’ (i.e. the quadrupole coupling) and leads to dispersive signals. Moreover, there can be significant contributions of a zero frequency components along $F_1$. This latter effect can be corrected for by performing an offset correction for every time signal $F_1$.

2.1.3. Echo detection and real Fourier transform

In the previous Section, it is discussed that a 2D nutation experiment contains dispersive contributions along $F_2$ due to offset dependent phase distortions generated during the nutation pulse. In order to obtain a high resolution 2D nutation spectrum, these effects must be overcome. At this point, it is also important to realize that, in a realistic experiment, we are forced to use an echo sequence to record the signal. This is due to the dead time of the probe, which makes it impossible to record short-lived signals from broad satellite patterns.

If we indeed use an echo sequence to record the signal, it must be taken into account that the echo top will not form at $F_2 = F_1$. This is caused by the non-linear phase distortion created during the nutation pulse. Due to this, an imperfect refocussing takes place after $F_2 = F_1$. If the phase separation becomes too large (i.e.

Fig. 5. Simulated $^{23}$Na solid echo SATURN spectra of Na$_2$SO$_4$ ($C_Q = 2.6$ MHz, $\eta = 0.58$) at an RF field strength of 133 kHz RF at 9.4 T. (a): regular echo with real Fourier transform. (b): regular echo with complex Fourier transform. (c): whole echo with complex Fourier transform.

Fig. 6. SATURN spectrum of a CSA pattern ($\eta = 1$) using 30 kHz RF. Note the offset dependent nutation frequency, the dispersive components along $F_2$, and the substantial intensity around $F_1 = 0$. 
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for a long nutation pulse) no echo top will form for the satellites. This effect, however impeding it might sound, is actually a feature of the nutation experiment, and does not pose problems when correct processing is performed.

One way to remove the phase modulation behaviour is by performing a real Fourier transform along $0_1$ (i.e. set the imaginary part to zero prior to the transform). This leads to pure amplitude modulated data, and spectra with good resolution. Using this method, the spectrum has inversion symmetry over the line $F_0 = 0$ ($z(F_1, F_2) = -z(-F_1, F_2)$).

Another way to achieve suppression of the dispersive components is by using whole echo detection. In this experiment, the whole echo rising and falling is recorded. Scanning the echo around its top creates a symmetric signal around the acquisition centre, and leads to a spectrum where the dispersive components are removed [17]. Even though, in this case, the echo is quite asymmetric, a strong reduction of any dispersive components is still possible. This leads to a 2D nutation spectrum with better lineshapes, while retaining the information coded in the phase modulations along the satellite traces, while retaining the information coded in the phase modulations along the satellite traces. This effect, however impeding it might sound, is actually a feature of a long nutation pulse) no echo top will form for the satellites.

4.3. Equipment

Recording satellite nutation spectra in principle requires no special equipment. However, for broad powder patterns, high RF fields might be necessary which requires a probe with a small diameter coil oriented perpendicular to $B_0$ [7]. Also, if high RF power pulses are used, pulse transients can be an issue, and might be avoided by frequency stepping at the end of the nutation pulse, as is shown in our previous work [8]. As RF-inhomogeneity is detrimental for a nutation experiment, the sample should be well inside the coil, and the coil itself should have enough turns.

3. Experimental

The experiments were performed on Varian VNMRS 7, 9.4, 14.1 T and 20 T systems, using Varian 3.2 mm T3 probes and a large volume rotor (9.4 and 14.1 T), and a T3 4.0 mm probe (20 T). The samples were: lithium borohydride (LiBH4), potassium permanganate (KMnO4, Aldrich, 97%), bismuth vanadium oxide (BiVO4) and lithium niobium oxide (LiNbO3, Alpha Aesar, 99.9995%). The nutation experiments were recorded using a solid echo pulse sequence ($\phi_{\text{out}} = [0,180], \phi_{\text{echo}} = [0,180], \phi_{\text{rec}} = [0,0]$). The same RF power was used for both the nutation and the echo pulse (calibrated on a saturated solution of KMnO4 in water, or on the 79Br signal of KBr for 51V and 93Nb). The pulse lengths of the echo pulses were: 3 $\mu$s for 7Li, 1.7 $\mu$s for 55Mn, 0.75 $\mu$s for 51V, and 1.0 $\mu$s for 93Nb. Inversion of the central transition for 55Mn was performed using a 110 $\mu$s pulse with $\sim2$ kHz RF power directly prior to the nutation pulse. The pulse length was optimized to give maximum satellite echo intensity in the first trace of the nutation experiment.

3.1. Simulations

The spectral simulations were performed using the SIMPSON software [18,19] (input scripts can be found in the SI) with as many as 196417 crystal orientations using the ZCW scheme [20]. As input parameters, the literature values for the quadrupolar parameters for Na2SO4 ($C_0 = 2.6$ MHz, $\eta = 0.58$ [21]), BiVO4 ($C_0 = 5.08$ MHz, $\eta = 0.36$ -90 ppm CSA with $\eta = 0.4$ at (SIMPSON) angles $\alpha = 90^\circ, \beta = 60^\circ, \gamma = 76^\circ$ relative to the EFG tensor [22]) and LiNbO3 ($C_0 = 22.1$ MHz, $\eta = 0.0$ [23]). For KMnO4, values obtained in this work were used ($C_0 = 1.568$ MHz and $\eta = 0.121$). The experimental RF and echo values were used. For the inversion of the central transition, the starting operator was changed to account for an ideal inversion of the central transition. Simulations of the nutation frequency curves were performed using an in-house Python implementation of density matrix formalisms (available on request).

The Czjzek distribution spectra were simulated with SIMPSON using a pre-calculated distribution of $C_0$ and $\eta$, and using $d = 5$ [24]. The distribution had 10 steps in the $\eta$-direction and 50 in the $C_0$. The highest $C_0$ value used was $5 - \sigma$. For the simulation with $\sigma = 10$ MHz, the satellite transitions were not detected as this would lead to excessive folding. As the satellite signals are of very low intensity, no harm is done to the simulation in this case.

4. Results

4.1. Spin 3/2

Firstly, we will focus on the $I = 3/2$ case. As discussed above, in case of negligible second order effects, SATURN spectra should show the unique pattern found in Fig. 5. Fig. 7 shows the result of a 7Li SATURN experiment for the hexagonal high-temperature phase of lithium borohydride (LiBH4) at 110 °C. In this case, the quadrupolar coupling is small ($C_0 = 37$ kHz, $\eta = 0$ [25]), with a total width of about 20 kHz. Using a low RF field strength, the distinctive SATURN pattern can be clearly observed. In this case, recording the spectrum using MAS quickly leads to an averaging of the anisotropic effects, making it difficult to study the origin of...
any broader components (dipolar or satellites). Using a SATURN experiment with, in this case, \( /C24 \) kHz RF field strength, the broader component can be readily assigned to satellite transitions.

4.2. Spin 5/2

The SATURN experiment can also be applied to nuclei with \( I > 3/2 \). We recorded spectra for the spin 5/2 \( ^{55}\text{Mn} \) nucleus in \( \text{KMnO}_4 \). For \( I = 5/2 \), there are five 1Q, three 3Q and one 5Q nutation transition. The central transition and both sets of satellite transitions will evolve with these same 9 frequencies during the nutation pulse (but with different amplitudes).

Naively, one might expect the SATURN spectrum to show a pattern of 9 lines, equivalent to the 4 transitions for spin 3/2 nuclei. However, for \( I = 5/2 \), there are two sets of satellites: one resonating at \( \pm \Omega_0 \) and one at \( \pm 2\Omega_0 \) along \( F_2 \). These lines have the same nutation frequencies, but different \( \Omega_0 \) dependence in the direct dimension. This leads to two sets of 9 lines, of which those of the \( \pm 2 \) satellites have the same nutation frequencies as those of the \( \pm 1 \) satellites, but resonating at twice the frequency along \( F_2 \). A simulated and experimental SATURN spectrum of \( \text{KMnO}_4 \) is shown in Fig. 8. Also shown is a plot of all the 1Q nutation transitions for the \( \pm 1 \) and \( \pm 2 \) satellites. Note here that the \( \pm 2 \) satellites show the same pattern as the \( \pm 1 \), only scaled by a factor two along \( F_2 \). As the \( \pm 2 \) are more spread out, they are of lower intensity, and some of the lines are not visible at the signal-to-noise-ratio of the experimental spectrum. Apart from that, the experimental and simulate spectrum show nearly identical patterns.

4.3. Manipulation of the central transition

When manipulating a quadrupolar spin system, it should be realized that the individual transitions (central and satellites) can in general not be regarded as isolated. Only in the limit of low power RF pulses on a specific transition, the so-called fictitious spin 1/2 formalism holds [26]. But even then, swept pulses can be used to prepare a state with inverted satellite transitions leading to an enhanced population difference for the central transition (the double frequency sweep (DFS) sequence [27]). As nutation NMR with high power pulses mixes all the Zeeman states in the nutation space, preparing the systems before the nutation pulse is expected to have a more complicated effect.

As discussed above, the intensity of specific nutation transitions depend on the state of the system before the high power nutation pulse. Especially the higher order transition, which are of low intensity when starting from \( I_z \), can be strongly enhanced by manipulating the central transition. One convenient way to achieve this is by inverting the central transition prior to the nutation pulse, which can be done by applying a soft, selective pulse on the central transition, in a similar way as has been described for the satellite transition by Wasylshen and coworkers [28].

Applying such an inversion pulse then leads to an alteration of the respective \( R \)-factors for, in this case, the spin 5/2 system. These
factors are plotted in Fig. S1, and show about an order of magnitude enhancement for the 3Q and 5Q nutation transitions after inverting the central transition. Fig. 9 shows SATURN spectra for KMnO₄ without (a) and with (b) pre-inversion of the central transition. Moreover, a simulated spectrum for the inverted case is shown (c), as well as the theoretical nutation frequencies for the higher order nutation transitions (d). Comparing Fig. 9a and b, it is clear that the higher order transitions are strongly enhanced in Fig. 9b. Note that even a 5Q nutation transition is now observable, as well as 3Q transitions from both of the sets of satellites.

4.4. Spin 7/2 and 9/2

Due to the fast increase of the number of nutation resonances and satellite transitions as a function of $I$, SATURN spectra of spin 7/2 and 9/2 systems will become quite complicated, with 21 and 36 single quantum nutation curves, respectively. However, as the highest order satellites are smeared out over a wide frequency range, the first and second satellites will be the most prominent, which leads to less complicated spectra than would be expected from this theoretical number of resonances.

Figs. 10 and 11 show experimental and simulated SATURN spectra for $I = 7/2$ ($^{51}$V in BiVO₄) and $I = 9/2$ ($^{93}$Nb in LiNbO₃). These show a good agreement between theory and experiment. For the spin 9/2 case, this particular sample has a faster relaxation decay during $T_1$, and does not have as high resolution along $F_1$ as the other examples. Nevertheless, the general shape is still identifiable, and the nutation pattern can be clearly distinguished from that of a central transition.

Similar to the spin 5/2 case, inversion of the central transition enhances the higher order nutation transitions. The $R$-factors can be found in Figs. S2 and S3 of the supplementary information, together with experimental spectra in Figs. S4 and S5.

4.5. Distributions in coupling parameters

In real-life systems, it is common to encounter situations where not one single well defined quadrupole interaction occurs for a
given site. An example of such a case is a disordered system where the variation in quadrupolar interaction parameters can be described by a Czjzek distribution [29,30]. In these cases, multiple sites exist, with a distribution of quadrupolar coupling parameters. Especially in these cases, assigning any observed featureless signal to a central or satellite transition can be difficult, as both a broad central transition and a satellite pattern can be the source of the observed signal.

This is where SATURN experiments are particularly useful as discussed in our study of the Ziegler-Natta catalyst [7]. Although there is a distribution in quadrupolar parameters, this does not pose a problem for our nutation experiment, as long as any second order and chemical shift effects are small when compared to the used RF field strength. Every signal at a position \( f \) in the satellite manifold experiences the same \( \chi_Q \), otherwise it would not resonate at that frequency. This means that all intensity from satellite transitions that resonate at this position is modulated in exactly the same way during the pulse (\( \chi_1 \) and \( \chi_Q \) are the same for all signals that resonate at this position). This leads to the fact that a distribution in quadrupolar parameters does not change the appearance of the SATURN spectra, as long as \( \chi_1 \) is larger than any second order quadrupolar effects.

Two extreme cases for a SATURN experiment for systems with a distribution in quadrupolar interactions parameters described by a Czjzek distribution are shown in Fig. 12. In Fig. 12a a simulation is shown for the case where the second order quadrupolar effects are small. In this case, a regular SATURN pattern is observed, despite of the presence of a distribution in \( C_Q \). In Fig. 12b, the \( \sigma \)-parameter of the Czjzek distribution [30] is large, leading to a quadrupolar distribution with large \( C_Q \) values. This results in strong second order quadrupolar broadening of the central transition, and thus only an effective field effect is observed for the central transition (\( \omega_{\text{field}} = \sqrt{\omega_1^2 + \omega_Q^2} \)). In this case, the satellite transitions would be too smeared out to be visible in the spectrum.

In particular cases, the system that is analysed might have sites with very different quadrupolar interaction parameters, i.e. resonances from sites with small and large \( C_Q \) values are simultaneously present in the spectrum. The observed nutation spectrum for such a system might look like the sum of Fig. 12a and b. The contribution of the satellites of Fig. 12a are directly identified in the SATURN spectrum, making it possible to assign the observed spectral intensity to a sum of satellite and central transition contributions of two different sites.

In this way, spectra of disorder systems can be probed with a SATURN experiment, and the satellite/central transition character of each spectral region can be obtained. We used this in our previous work for the study of a disordered MgCl\(_2\) adduct, which served as a model system for a Ziegler-Natta catalyst [7]. There, we showed that the underlying broad component in the \(^{35}\text{Cl}\) NMR spectrum was due to satellite transitions of the bulk chlorine of the MgCl\(_2\) support, as no features related to a central transition were found to be part of the wide line component.

5. Conclusions

We have given a rigorous treatment of the 2D quadrupolar nutation NMR experiment (SATURN) for the study of central and satellite transitions in quadrupolar systems. Due to the different influence of the quadrupolar coupling on the central and satellite transitions, the evolution of observable magnetization during a pulse can be used to distinguish both types of transitions. When displayed as 2D contour plots, very characteristic patterns emerge for the satellite transitions.

An in-depth theoretical framework for the SATURN experiment has been presented, and spectra that conform to theory have been obtained for nuclei with \( I = 3/2, 5/2, 7/2 \), and \( 9/2 \). Moreover, we showed that distributions in quadrupolar parameters (i.e. Czjzek)
do not hamper the assignment of satellite/central character of the observed resonances.
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